APPENDIX 1
Application 125/2019/P – Development of four Dwellings at 35 Pinnock Street, Bairnsdale
Proposed Planning Permit Conditions
1.

Before the development starts, amended plans to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority must be submitted to and approved by the Responsible Authority. When approved,
the plans will be endorsed and will then form part of the permit. The plans must be generally
in accordance with the plans submitted with the application but modified to show:
a)

All walls on boundaries to be reduced to an average height of 3.2 metres in
accordance with Clause 55.04-2.

b)

The removal of the existing street tree and location and species of two replacement
trees on either side of the proposed crossover.

c)

The removal of the existing kerb layback and its reinstatement with kerb and channel.

d)

The removal of the ‘Turfstone’ along the frontage of dwellings 3 and 4 and its
replacement with a landscape buffer.

e)

Height of all boundary fences to be shown on plans, and to demonstrate compliance
with a minimum height of 1.8 metres.

2.

The development as shown on the endorsed plans must not be altered without the written
consent of the Responsible Authority.

3.

Before the development starts, a landscape plan to the satisfaction of the Responsible
Authority must be submitted to and approved by the Responsible Authority. When approved,
the plans will be endorsed and will then form part of the permit. The plans must be drawn
to scale. The plans must show:
•

A schedule of all proposed vegetation (trees, shrubs and ground covers) which
includes botanical names, common names, mature size and total quantities of each
plant.

•

Pot sizes and specific location of the plants to be planted.

•

Buildings, outbuildings and other structural features on the land that influence the
landscape design.

•

Natural features that influence the landscape design.

•

Proposed irrigation methods.

•

Planting within and around the perimeter of the site comprising trees and shrubs.

•

A minimum of 2 canopy trees with a minimum mature height of 3 metres.

•

The removal of the ‘Turfstone’ along the frontage of dwellings 3 and 4 and its
replacement with a landscape buffer.
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•

Two street trees of the same species and of a mature pot size to replace the street
tree removed to facilitate the proposed crossover and driveway.

•

The proposed design features such as paths, paving, lawn, finished surfaces and
outdoor lighting

Landscaping in accordance with this approved plan and schedule must be completed before
the last dwelling is occupied.
4.

Before any works associated with the development starts, detailed drainage construction
plans to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority must be submitted to and be approved
by the Responsible Authority. When approved, the plans will then form part of the permit.
The design and documentation for the drainage works must be prepared in line with
standard engineering practice to provide for the collection, control and disposal of all
stormwater runoff, and show:
a)
Drainage infrastructure, including pipes/drains and pits (where required).
b)

Any modification to the terrain, such as filling and excavation.

c)

Easements and legal points of discharge.

d)

Methods of on-site detention to limit the rate of discharge of stormwater runoff from
the development.

e)

Documentation detailing stormwater treatment methods, including location and size
of water tanks, rain gardens or other detention and water quality features and how
detained storm water may be used on site. Any assumptions or requirements used
within any supporting stormwater report must also be reflected on the plans, including
areas of roof connected to tanks, any impervious areas draining to raingardens, and
any tanks plumbed to toilets.

The works must be subject to a twelve-month defects liability period.
5.

Before each dwelling is occupied, all drainage works and requirements must be undertaken
and completed to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority. All earthworks associated
with the construction of the drainage must be stabilised to protect against erosion and
failure, and must not encroach onto other properties.

6.

Before the dwellings are occupied all stormwater runoff from the roofed and paved areas
must be discharged to an approved point of discharge to the satisfaction of the responsible
authority.

7.

Before any dwelling is occupied, areas set aside for parked vehicles and access lanes, as
shown on the approved plans must be:
a)
b)
c)

8.

Constructed to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Properly formed to appropriate levels to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.
Drained and maintained to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

Parking areas and access lanes must be kept available for these purposes at all times.
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9.

Before any dwelling is occupied, a residential concrete crossover must be constructed at
right angles to Pinnock Street to suit the proposed driveway, in accordance with the
approved design to the satisfaction of the Responsible Authority.

10.

Before any dwelling is occupied, any redundant kerb layback or crossover must be removed
and the kerb and the channel and Road Reserve must be reinstated to the satisfaction of
the Responsible Authority

11.

Before the final dwelling is occupied any portion of Council’s existing infrastructure damaged
as a result of work undertaken on the site or associated with the development must be
repaired/reinstated to the satisfaction of the responsible authority.

12.

This permit will expire if any of the following circumstances applies:
•
•

The development is not started within two years of the issue date of this permit.
The development is not completed within four years of the issue date of this permit.

In accordance with section 69 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987, an application
may be submitted to the Responsible Authority for an extension of the periods referred to
in this condition.

NOTES
1.

Please be informed that you are required to check with a Private Building Surveyor if a
Building Permit is required for the building works relating to this planning permit.
Building works on this site must comply with the requirements of the Victorian Building Act
and Building Regulations, the National Construction Code (NCC) and relevant Council Local
Laws.

2.

Before undertaking works within a Council road reserve, a non-utility – minor works consent
of works within road reserve application must be lodged with the Roads and Traffic unit of
Council. Refer to the Infrastructure Design Manual (IDM) for crossover designs

Trudi Stubbs
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Penny Kronk <kronkp@bevwill.com.au>
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Planning Department
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Attn: Martin Ireland
Hi Martin,
Please find attached:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Application to Amend Planning Permit Application 125/2019/P;
Amended Submission;
Amended Development Plans;
Updated Title Search with LP73806.

A cheque in the amount of $556.84 will be presented to Council’s Pyke Street offices later today.
Regards,

PENNY KRONK

Planning Assistant and Administrator
A 7 Nicholson Street, Bairnsdale, VIC. 3875
W beveridgewilliams.com.au
P 03 5152 4708 M 0466 048 444
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The site is not recognised as being susceptible to flood, erosion or bushfire
risk.
The adequacy of loading and unloading facilities and any associated
amenity, traffic flow and road safety impacts.

The proposed development has been designed to satisfy the purpose of
the General Residential Zone by providing an outcome that:

• Meets the objectives and strategies set out for this part of Bairnsdale
through State and Local Planning Policies;
• Respects the prevailing character and pattern of development in the
neighbourhood; and,
• Diversifying the housing type in a street that is less than 15 minutes walk
from Bairnsdale’s central activity district and public transport that
provides access to the balance of facility’s across the township.
Any other matters required to be considered under the zone, overlays or
other provisions:

Site
Planning
and context
assessment
analysis

The proposal has been designed to meet the objectives for medium
density development and housing in this part of Bairnsdale, taking into
account its location with respect to public transport and services. Hence,
its approval will represent a consistent, or orderly approach to planning.

• Matching the development pattern, street setbacks and spacing of
buildings prevalent across this part of Bairnsdale;
• Retaining adequate garden area; and,
• Providing an outcome that complies with Clause 55.
Orderly Planning

The proposal is designed to respond to the decision guidelines at Clause
32.08-12 by:

Flood, erosion or bushfire risk.

The purpose of the zone and overlays

Construction of four dwellings

The proposed development allows for loading and unloading of vehicles in
line with the use of the land for residential purposes.

Whether native vegetation is to be or can be protected, planted or allowed
to regenerate.

No native vegetation will be impacted by the proposal.

No native vegetation will be impacted by the proposal.

The extent and character of native vegetation and the likelihood of its
destruction.

Both proposed lots will be drained in accordance with the drainage
strategy prepared as part of this submission.

Whether the proposed development is designed to maintain or improve
the quality of stormwater within and exiting the site

The proposal will be drained to Council’s reticulated drainage system in
accordance with the drainage strategy prepared as part of this
application to avoid land degradation, salinity and water quality
reduction.

Factors likely to cause or contribute to land degradation, salinity or reduce
water quality;

The proposal has been designed to limit the impacts of the design on the
streetscape through appropriate positioning of buildings and articulating
architectural treatments. Hence, the proposal will not lead to overlooking
or overshadowing issues and will not create unreasonable impacts upon
the amenity of adjoining owners.

The effect on the amenity of the area

• Allowing infill development and increasing the variety of dwelling sizes
and household options in a fully serviced residential section of
Bairnsdale to support permanent residential accommodation growth, as
required through the policy objectives of Clauses 21.02-1, 21.03-1 &
21.12-2.

• Intensifying the density of serviced infill land within easy walking
distance of an intra-town bus stop and Bairnsdale’s central activity
district, as recommended through the policy objectives of Clauses
15.01-5S & 21.08-1;

• Improving accommodation options in a regional centre that can
accommodate change and is expected to grow, as required through
the policy objectives of Clauses 11.01-1R;

This outcome will satisfy the State and Local Planning Policies of the East
Gippsland Planning Scheme by:

The proposed development involves construction of 4 dwellings on a fullyserviced, parcel of infill residential land that is earmarked as appropriate
for medium density development through the East Gippsland Planning
Scheme due to its located within easy walking distance of Bairnsdale’s
central activity district and an intra-town bus stop. The development
provides healthy spaces between the proposed double-storey built forms
and uses interesting contemporary architectural materials and treatments
to soften the appearance of visual bulk and provides all required
carparking on site.

State & Local Planning Policies
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Neighbourhood
character

Residential Policy

Dwelling diversity

Infrastructure

Integration with the street

Street setback

Building Height

Site coverage

Permeability & stormwater
management
Energy Efficiency

Open Space

Safety

Landscaping

Access

Parking Location

Side and rear setbacks

Walls on boundaries

Daylight to existing
windows
North-facing windows

Overshadowing open
space
Overlooking

Internal Views

Noise

Accessibility

Dwelling entry

Daylight to new windows

Private Open Space

Solar access to open
space
Storage

Design Detail

Front Fences

Common property

Site services

55.02-1

55.02-2

55.02-3

55.02-4

55.02-5

55.03-1

55.03-2

55.03-3

55.03-4

55.03-6

55.03-7

55.03-8

55.03-9

55.03-10

55.04-1

55.04-2

55.04-3

55.04-5

55.04-7

55.04-8

55.05-1

55.05-2

55.05-3

55.05-4

55.05-5

55.06-1

55.06-2

55.06-3

55.06-4

55.05-6

55.04-6

55.04-4

55.03-5

Objective

Clause

Site
ResCode
and context
assessment
analysis

Yes. Each proposed dwelling can be connected to a full suite of reticulated services.

Construction of four dwellings

Yes The proposal includes an area of common property that will be managed through an owner’s corporation to ensure it remains accessible and safe for future residents.

Yes. The proposal has employed modern design treatments and building materials on the fascias addressing Pinnock Street. These treatments are designed to mitigate against
any impact the building’s may have otherwise had on the streetscape.
Yes. The proposal does not include a front fence.

Yes. Proposed Units 1-4 will have access 6m³ of storage space in their backyards.

Yes. The living rooms of proposed Units 1, 2 will each enjoy convenient access to their rear yards and are only a few metres from access to a north-facing courtyards at the front
of the dwellings. Units 3 & 4 will have direct access to a secluded private open space on their east & west sides respectively.
Yes. The private open space areas of all four units will enjoy access to northern sun for at least half the day.

Yes. Each proposed new window will enjoy access to a compliant light court.

Yes. The entry to each dwelling will be easily identifiable from Pinnock Street.

Yes. All units provide full dwellings across a single floor at ground level.

Yes. The proposed development has been designed with space around the dwellings for plant and equipment to be located where it won’t cause an excessive noise impact.

Yes. The proposed dwellings are single-storey and includes solid boundary fencing. Hence, there will not be any overlooking or overshadowing of secluded open spaces and/or
habitable room windows on adjoining properties.
Yes. The proposed design includes internal boundary fencing to avoid any internal views.

The proposed development is single storey and does not overshadow any of the secluded open space within the adjoining properties.

Yes. The proposed development does not include any double-storey walls, nor encroach to within 3 metres of any north-facing windows..

Yes. The proposed development does not encroach upon any light courts to existing windows.

Yes. The proposal boundary walls do not exceed 3 meters in height, nor 10 metres in length.

Yes, none of the proposed walls exceed 2.55 metres in height. Hence, they comply with the standard.

Yes. The proposed design provides carparking that is reasonably close to the dwellings, secure within the private property and not within 1.5 metres of habitable windows.

Yes. The proposed development has been designed to provide clear views to all dwelling entrances from Pinnock Street, whilst also allowing vehicles to access the carparking
bays and egress from the site in a forward’s direction without necessitating unsafe traffic behaviour around dwelling entrances.
Yes. The proposal retains ample space for landscaping elements in the front façade, along both sides of the central accessway and around the private open spaces at the side
and rear of all Units.
Yes. The proposed crossover to the development will take up 5 metres (or 25%) of the 20.12m wide street frontage. This will leave space for 2 cars to park in Pinnock Street.

Yes. Units 1 & 2 will enjoy eastern or western light into their main living areas, respectively. Units 3 & 4 will enjoy northern light into their main living areas. All units will enjoy access
to secluded open space areas that will receive northern light for at least 5 hours per day and provide both light and warmth to enter the dwellings via glass sliding doors. The
choice to locate the living areas of units 1 & 2 at the southern end of the dwellings rather than at the northern end was made to improve access to the rear service yards and
parking spaces.
Yes. The common area in the middle of the property will be fronted by Units 3 & 4 and has ample dimensions to be useable for it’s principle purpose, i.e. vehicle manoeuvring.

Yes. A drainage plan has been provided in consultation with Council engineers.

Yes. The proposed buildings have been designed not to cover more than 60% of the site.

Yes. The proposed dwellings do not exceed the 9m maximum height standard.

No. However, as shown through the site context analysis, Pinnock Street features a number of dwellings with equivalent street setbacks. So, the objective is met.

Yes. The proposal will present two dwellings to Pinnock Street with a vista to the rear dwellings via the central accessway. This will provide a positive street address.

Yes. The subject site has access to a full suite of reticulated services and can achieve an appropriate drainage outcome, as shown by the drainage plan.

Yes. There is no applicable neighbourhood character policy. So, the proposal seeks to respond to the existing streetscape character and provide a density that is
commensurate with the site’s close proximity to Bairnsdale’s central activity district. Most importantly, the design seeks to make a more sympathetic response to the character of
the neighbourhood than other medium density developments in this precinct. For example, it uses a larger street setback, more façade articulation and more accessible
carparking than the 6-unit development at 8 Pinnock Street; and provides larger floorspaces and more landscaping in the front setback than the 4-unit development at 38
Turnbull Street.
Yes. The subject site is located within easy walking distance of a nominated activity centre. Hence, a medium density development on the site is supported by State & Local
Policy.
This clause is not applicable, as the proposal involves less than 10 dwellings.

Does the proposal meet the objective?

The proposed development seeks to intensify the residential use of a site that is proximal to a nominated activity centre and within a neighbourhood that already includes housing that includes a mix of materials
architectural styles and densities. The proposal uses a single-storey built forms that will present articulated facades across modest widths behind canopy trees to maintain spacing between built forms. This will
limit the overall visual bulk of the development when viewed from the streetscape. Sufficient carparking is provided on site, with two available spaces remaining on Pinnock Street after crossover construction.

DESIGN RESPONSE (CLAUSE 55.01-2):
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Date

Copyright State of Victoria. This publication is copyright. No part may be reproduced by any process except in accordance with the provisions of the Copyright
Act 1968 (Cth) and for the purposes of Section 32 of the Sale of Land Act 1962 (Vic) or pursuant to a written agreement. The information is only valid at the time
and in the form obtained from the LANDATA REGD TM System. None of the State of Victoria, LANDATA REGD TM System, Victorian Land Registry Services
Pty. Ltd. ABN 86 627 986 396 as trustee for the Victorian Land Registry Services Trust ABN 83 206 746 897 accept responsibility for any subsequent release,
publication or reproduction of the information.

VOLUME 08673 FOLIO 865

Security no : 124081804248S
Produced 24/02/2020 12:29 PM

LAND DESCRIPTION
Lot 1 on Plan of Subdivision 073806.
PARENT TITLES :
Volume 04125 Folio 897
Volume 05906 Folio 091
Created by instrument C757766 24/04/1967

REGISTERED PROPRIETOR
Estate Fee Simple
Sole Proprietor
YI SIN LOH of 2 WARDE STREET BAIRNSDALE VIC 3875
AR079887M 31/05/2018

ENCUMBRANCES, CAVEATS AND NOTICES
Any encumbrances created by Section 98 Transfer of Land Act 1958 or Section
24 Subdivision Act 1988 and any other encumbrances shown or entered on the
plan or imaged folio set out under DIAGRAM LOCATION below.

DIAGRAM LOCATION
SEE LP073806 FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND BOUNDARIES

ACTIVITY IN THE LAST 125 DAYS
NIL
------------------------END OF REGISTER SEARCH STATEMENT-----------------------Additional information: (not part of the Register Search Statement)
Street Address: 35 PINNOCK STREET BAIRNSDALE VIC 3875

ADMINISTRATIVE NOTICES
NIL
eCT Control
22692Q EASTCOAST CONVEYANCING
Effective from 07/01/2019
DOCUMENT END

Title 8673/865
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Planning Officer
East Gippsland Shire Council
273 Main Street

Bairnsdale VIC 3875

Dear Sir / Madam,

We write to voice

Bairnsdale. Our

1.

our

objection

objection

Character and

We believe

to the

is based

on

proposed

6 unit

development at 35 Pinnock Street

the following grounds:

liveability of Pinnock Street.

density of the development with

6 units on a X acre block is too high and
developments and housing in Pinnock Street and the City
of Bairnsdale in general. As lifelong residents of Bairnsdale we are concerned that by
approving this development Council would be setting a precedent for these type of
developments in established neighbourhoods which would implications on the
character and liveability of not only Pinnock Street in this instance, but the future
character of the neighbourhood and entire City of Bairnsdale.

inconsistent with other unit

specifically existing dwellings in Pinnock Street are generally single storey with
unit developments consisting of two or three dwellings. The proposed development
has imposing 2 storey dwellings with the units fronting Pinnock Street having a
reduced set back from the street and side boundaries than neighbouring properties
which will reduce the visual amenity of the street.
More

2.

Parking.
We believe the

proposed development does not provide adequate off street parking
and that the street will become a pseudo private parking lot for tenants vehicles that
cannot be housed within the development. We base this belief on the fact that the
2016 ABS census data that confirms the average vehicles per three bedroom dwelling
is 1.8. Therefore it can be reasonably deduced that there may be up to 5 vehicles that
will need to be parked on Pinnock Street. Given we directly neighbour the
development we can only assume that we will have cars parked permanently out the
front of our house. We find this unacceptable from not only the visual and noise
impacts but it will reduce access for visitors to our home. Given my wife and I both
have elderly parents who regularly come to visit their grandchildren we do not think it
is fair and reasonable to expect them to walk to our place from the end of the street,
especially at night.
In

addition, as the proponent

is

focusing on

and staff attached to the Bairnsdale

a

rental market to medical practitioners

we can only assume that the nature of on
professions will result in vehicles parking at
alighting from the front of our house at all hours of the night. Given two of our

Hospital

call and shift work associated with these
and

three bedrooms

are

situated at the front of our house

and reasonable outcome given the disturbance to

If young trainee

potentially

professionals

decided to share

a

us

we

don’t believe this is

if this

were

a

fair

allowed to occur.

3 bedroom apartment there could

be up to three vehicles per apartment which could further exacerbate the

parking situation

in the street.

Further to the above

we

have received advice that units 1 & 2 of the development

parks allocated to them which if correct further confirms that the
proposed development is unacceptable. We request Council confirm if this a
requirement under current planning regulations.

should have two car

If Council approves the

development as currently proposed we request that existing
reasonably expect their visitors or own vehicles be parked out
rights
the front of their properties be protected by Council instigating some type of parking
permit system for this section of Pinnock Street. The street has already seen an
increase in parking volumes since the home for disabled people was opened at 39
landholders

to

Pinnock Street.

3.

Increased traffic in the street.

With such

a

development we

can

expect the volume of traffic to increase considerably

in this section of Pinnock Street which can only increase the risk to pedestrians and
cyclists. I am particularly concerned as I have preteen children who regularly walk and
cycle along the street. There are many other young families in the street who I am sure

would have the

same concerns.

We have also witnessed

numerous

collisions and

Grant Street. The risk of future collisions will

due to the

4.

Loss of

near

misses at the intersection with

only be increased due to increased traffic

development.

privacy.

strongly object to the l’t floor units having a direct visual aspect into the rear and
property, especially the ones at the rear of the proposed
development. We choose to live in this area of Bairnsdale due to its quarter acre block
sizes which allows us a large area to enjoy quality family time in the privacy of our own
backyard. Whether this be playing a game of cricket or footy with the kids or our
children running naked under the sprinkler and us parents enjoying an intimate glass
of wine on our deck we would not be comfortable with prying eyes from overlooking
dwellings. We will lose this quality of life if this development is approved in its current

We

western side of our

form.

5.

Shading.

strongly object to shading that will result from the front two dwellings of the
proposed development. Whilst the planning application indicated shading at three pm
on the September equinox in reality the reduced setback at the front and the eastern
side boundaries of the proposed units will result is the western side of our house
receiving no or very little natural sunlight for up to 8 months of the year. The liveability
of our place will be greatly reduced due the lack of natural sunlight we receive through
We

windows

on

the western side of our house. We

wellbeing due to increased mould
natural

6.

are

also concerned with

our

health and

and mildew that will flourish due to reduction in

sunlight.

Drainage.

object to the proposed drainage design for the development. The drainage option
provided calls for permeable paving to be constructed up to our common boundary

We

~Melbourne STORM
"Water
Transactionl D:

828812

Municipality:

EAST GIPPSLAND

Rainfall Station:

BAIRNSDALE

Address:

35 Pinnock Street

Rating Report

Bairnsdale
3875

VIC
Assessor:

Objector

Development Type:

Residential

Allotment Site

1,018.00

STORM

(m2):

Rating %:

Description

-

Multiunit

62

Impervious Area
(m2)

Treatment

Type

Treatment

Occupants I

AreaNolume

Number Of

(m2or L)

Bedrooms

Treatment %

Tank Water

Supply
Reliability (%)

Unit 1 & Carport 1

127.40

Rainwater Tank

1,000.00

3

75.40

73.40

Unit 1 & Carport 2

127.30

Rainwater Tank

1,00000

3

75.40

73.40

Unit 3 & 5 (inclusive)

68.50

Rainwater Tank

1,000.00

4

129.20

68.00
0.00
68.00

Driveway

202.00

None

0.00

0

0.00

Unit4 & 6

68.50

Rainwater Tank

1,000.00

4

129.20
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Privacy Statement
The East GippSland

.

Shire Council asks for details about you to collect rates, approve permits and licences, and run a range of community services. The information you
give to us on this form is used only for the reasons set out in the form and is not given to anybOdy else. Sometimes we may supply details about you to someone else, but
if
allowed
are
we
only
by law, or to protect someone or property
When information is given out, Council will always try to make sure your privacy is protected in line with the Privacy and Data Protection Act 2014. You may ask for more
information about Council’s Privacy Policy by contacting our Information Privacy Officer on 03 5153 9500 or e.mail feedback@egipps.vic,gov.au
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~Melbourne STORM
.
Water
TransadionlD:

828812

Municipality:

EAST GIPPSLAND

Rainfall Station:

BAIRNSDALE

Address:

35 Pinnock Street

Rating Report

Baimsdale
vie

3875

Assessor:

Objector

Development Type:

Residential

Allotment Site

STORM

(m2):

Rating %:

Description

-

Multiunit

1,018.00
62

Impervious Area
(m2)

Treatment Type

Treatment

Occupants I

AreaNolume

Number Of

(m2or L)

Bedrooms

Treatment %

Tank Water

Supply
Reliability (%)

Unit 1 & Carport 1

127.40

Rainwater Tank

1,000.00

3

75.40

73.40

Unit 1 & Carport 2

127.30

Rainwater Tank

1,000.00

3

75.40

73.40

Unit 3 & 5 (inclusive)

68.50

Rainwater Tank

1,000.00

4

129.20

68.00

Driveway

202.00

None

0.00

0

0.00

0.00

Unit4&6

68.50

Rainwater Tank

1,000.00

4

129.20

68.00

\

Date Generated:

02-Sep-2019

Program Version:

1.0.0

Planning Officer,
East Gippsland Shire Council
273 Main Street
Bairnsdale VIC 3875
Dear Sir / Madam
I

writing

am

to declare my

objection

to the

planning proposal of 6 dwellings at

35 Pinnock Street, Bairnsdale.
My objection is regarding the following issues:
1. SHADING

The

shading diagram

the windows

and

living

have

a

on our

areas.

HUGE

in the

plans show that Unit 2 will

western side. These windows

have

a

direct

impact on

bathroom, kitchen

are our

sunlight in these areas, I believe, would
the livability of our house, and our possible mental /

The lack of natural

impact on

health.

physical
spend the majority of our time in these areas (as most people do in their
own houses), and the effect of a two-storey unit right on our fence line, right
where we get afternoon sun, would be detrimental to not only the enjoyment
of living in our own home, but also possible health concerns (mold from no
sunlight); heating and lighting.
What happens when it is after the suggested ’3pm’time? It would be even
We

earlier in the middle of winter.

..

expected to turn our lights on at this time (earlier in winter), even if it is
a sunny day?
Electricity prices are already at their highest, and the overshadowing of this
unit will definitely impact us even more
we need as much natural light
coming into these areas as we can possibly get.
To place a two-storey unit right where our habitable kitchen / bathroom and
living area windows are, is simply an unacceptable, detrimental to our general
well being, and an unfair proposal.
-See attached photographic evidence of lighting into these areas, taken
on Monday, September 9, 2019.

Are

we

-

**

2. PRIVACY

of not too many 1/4 acre blocks in town. We enjoy
barbecues, backyard cricket, summer under the sprinklers, etc.

Our block is

one

having

two-storey block of units at the back of the block next door
greatly impact our privacy.
We would feel like we were being watched from the moment we walked out
into our backyard. This is certainly a feeling nobody should have to put up

To have

a rear

would

with.
NOBODY should feel like

their

they are being observed, when

in the

privacy of

backyard.
proposal mentions there will be some attempts to limit visibility into our
backyard. Quote: ’LIMIT THE OPPORTUNITY FOR OVERLOOKING OF
own

The

ADJOINING PROPERTIES’.
Limit

-

not diminish. They will still be able to

Certainly

not

an

acceptable outcome.

see

into

our

backyard.

3. CARPARKING I TRAFFIC

proposed development would most certainly impact the traffic volume
and adequacy of car parking in our street.
Pinnock Street (even being close to the centre of town), is still a quiet street.
bike rides, walking the dog, visiting
We enjoy doing all the family things
list
the
on.
neighbours
goes
The increased traffic conditions which this development would create, is
certainly not something we welcome, especially with the large amount of
young children living in our part of the street.

This

-

-

something that hospital
workers could use...they work at all hours of the day and night. Our two front
rooms are bedrooms, and an increase in cars coming and going would not go

The

proposal

stated that the

development could

unnoticed. Our son’s bedroom is also

certainly
With

be disturbed

only 8 allocated

of the block due to
visitors meant to
own

a

by

an

car

on

be

the western side, and he would most

increase in traffic.

parking spaces (onewill be removed from the front
driveway), where are these residents, and their

central

park? What

if three residents in the

one

unit all have their

car?

plan CLEARLY STATES that NO visitor’s space within the development
they will
occurs. It doesn’t leave many other options for their visitors
obviously park in front of the neighbor’s houses...
Where will the workmen park when constructing these units???
It’s the same conclusion I suspect...
Some would, most certainly, have more than one car.
We have 4 elderly parents, who need to park outside the front of our house.
What are they meant to do when the neighbors have taken up our car parking
spaces?
It is not only us, but also our elderly neighbor next door has a taxi bus come
almost daily, and they need to temporarily use our space, so she can get into
the taxi safely, from her scooter.
Our other neighbor works from home, and needs his front parking spaces for

The

-

his client’s

It is

a

going

cars.

very real (or more
to these proposed

spaces.
Will they just

park

on

likely a certainty), that both
dwellings next door, would

the median

residents and visitors
be

using

our car

parking

strip?

This is, from what I understand, is not acceptable, as people in our street
have received fines in the past for doing so, even it was to simply park their
cars under a tree in extreme weather.
The lack of parking and increased traffic flow is simply not acceptable the
safety concerns are just too high, with such a large number of children in our
-

street.

Where in town is such

a

high-residential

area on a

1/4 acre block?

apartments at 8 Pinnock Street were built many years ago, and would
so how can this,
most certainly not pass planning conditions these days
especially when it has units that WILL look directly into our premises?

The

-
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ATTACHMENT 3

EAST GIPPSLAND SHIRE COUNCIL
PLANNING CONSULTATION MEETING
125/2019/P
Development of six dwellings and reduction of
three car parking spaces

Minutes
Monday, 30 September 2019
COUNCIL CHAMBERS
BAIRNSDALE CORPORATE CENTRE
COMMENCING AT 6:00 P.M.

1.

Procedural

1.1

APOLOGIES
Councillors
Cr Marianne Pelz
Cr Jackson Roberts
Cr Mark Reeves
Cr Richard Ellis

1.2

IN ATTENDANCE
Councillors
Cr Ben Buckley
Cr John White
Cr Joe Rettino
Cr Colin Toohey
Cr Natalie O’Connell (via skype)
Applicant
Chris Curnow of Beveridge Williams.

East Gippsland Shire Council - Planning Consultation Meeting 125/2019/P
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ATTACHMENT 3
Objectors
Brett Walker
Glen Johnson
Paul Miles
Michelle Khoo
Lawrence Khoo
Officers
Stuart McConnell, General Manager Place and Community
Aaron Hollow, Manager Planning
Martin Ireland, Senior Land Use Planner
1.3

DECLARATIONS OF CONFLICT OF INTERESTS
Nil

2.

Reports/Presentations

2.1

PLANNERS REPORT
Martin Ireland, Land Use Planning Officer
Stuart McConnell, General Manager Place and Community
Provided an overview of the application, locality, and content of the objections.
Q. Cr. Toohey – what is the standard setback or what is the standard meant
to be? Is there a normal setback?
A: Mr. Ireland – In this case the setback standard is the average of the
setbacks of the two neighbouring properties or 9 metres, whichever is the
lesser.
Q. Cr. Toohey – Does the proposed setback meet the standard?
A. Mr. Ireland - It does not meet the standard, but it is generally considered to
meet the Objectives of Clause 55. Overall, the objective must be met, and
failing to meet the standard does not necessarily mean the objective is not
met.

2.2

APPLICANT PRESENTATION
The applicant, Chris Curnow of Beveridge Williams, provided strategic
justification for the proposal, and responses to the objections.
Statement: Cr. Rettino – Suggests that in the applicant presentation,
reference to 8 Pinnock Street as a multi-dwelling development is not relevant
due to the age.
Mr. Curnow – It is considered relevant as a part of the neighbourhood
character.

2.3

OBJECTOR PRESENTATIONS

East Gippsland Shire Council - Planning Consultation Meeting 125/2019/P
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Brett Walker
- Resident in the street
- Bought for streetscape, atmosphere
- Concerns about drainage, overshadowing, safety
- Proposal inconsistent with the streetscape
- Two storey dwellings inconsistent with prevailing built form.
Q. Cr. Buckley – What is at 39 Pinnock Street? It appears larger, might also
have units.
A: Mr. Walker – It is a disability support house with an unknown number of
residents.
Glen Johnson
- Notes that tree at 33 Pinnock Street does allow sunlight/afternoon sun
on his dwelling in winter.
- Does not want to remove the tree, concerned that the setback reduction
would result in the tree being removed.
- Car parking an issue as neighbouring property.
Q. Cr Toohey – In regards to building nextdoor, what would work as an
amount of units to be constructed?
A: Mr Johnson – Neighbourhood has unit developments throughout the area
that are up to 3 units. 6 is totally inconsistent. Only 8 Pinnock deviates, but
this is much more historical.
Q. Cr. Buckley – In relation to the tree, is the tree on your property or on 35?
Does it need to be removed?
A: Mr. Johnson – He seeks clarification, but suggests the plans show that
the buildings would encroach into the tree canopy.
A: Mr. Curnow – responses inaudible
Paul Miles
- Resident of the street
- Lack of public open space available in Bairnsdale CBD – children play in
the median, proposal will make the area unsafe from vehicle movement
perspective
- Social issues from unit development in the area
- Proposal not consistent with the streetscape, design of buildings (eaves)
- There are no other proposals like this in Bairnsdale
Michelle Khoo
- Resident of the street
- Primarily traffic concerns
Q. Cr. Toohey – What is nutrient stripping and how is it managed in this
development?
A. Mr. Ireland – Stormwater runoff and management is undertaken through
alternatives to improve water quality and retain nutrients on site.
Q. Cr. Toohey – Good access to service and transport objectives.

East Gippsland Shire Council - Planning Consultation Meeting 125/2019/P
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A. Mr. Ireland – The site has good network connectivity and is excellent in
comparison to other areas of Bairnsdale.
Q. Cr. Buckley – What type of tree is was under debate previously?
A. A lily pilly.
Q: Is it a native tree?
A: Yes.
Q. Cr. Rettino – What is done where the proposal is at odds with different
parts of planning policy and requirements?
A. Mr. Ireland – no one is debating whether the proposal is a departure from
prevailing neighbourhood character, but the question to be answered
through the assessment of the proposal is whether the departure from
neighbourhood character would be appropriate given other policy objectives
such as dwelling diversity, provision of housing, and the like.
A question from the floor was not considered in the meeting.

2.4

SUPPORTER PRESENTATIONS
Nil

3.

MEETING CLOSE
The meeting closed at 6:50 PM
***
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ATTACHMENT 4
Detailed Assessment
EAST GIPPSLAND PLANNING SCHEME
Planning Policy Framework
The assessment of the application before Council requires assessment against Planning Policy
Framework.
The clauses that have an influence upon the assessment of this application include:
11 Settlement
15 Built Environment and Heritage
16 Housing
19 Infrastructure
Assessment:
Clause 11.02-1S of the Planning Policy Framework (PPF) encourages opportunities for the
consolidation, redevelopment and intensification of existing urban areas. Support sustainable
development of the regional centres including Bairnsdale and guide the structure, functioning and
character of each settlement taking into account municipal and regional contexts and frameworks.
These objectives work in conjunction with encouraging a built form and density of settlements that
supports sustainable transport to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Clause 15.01-2S – Building design strives to achieve built form outcomes that contribute positively
to the local context and enhance the public realm and ensure development responds and
contributes to the strategic and cultural context of its location. Minimising the detrimental impact
of development on neighbouring properties, the public realm and the natural environment, and
ensuring the form, scale, and appearance of development enhances the function and amenity of
the public realm forms a core objective.
Clause 15.01-5S – Neighbourhood character seeks to recognise, support and protect
neighbourhood character, cultural identity, and sense of place. Ensuring development responds
to its context and reinforces a sense of place and the valued features and characteristics of the
local environment and place by emphasising the:
• Pattern of local urban structure and subdivision.
• Underlying natural landscape character and significant vegetation.
• Heritage values and built form that reflect community identity.
Clause 16.01-2S sets out the desire to provide housing in locations that offer good access to jobs,
services and transport, whilst 16.01-3S seek to ensure a diverse supply of housing is provided,
along with affordable stock, to ensure a range of accommodation types is provided for in the area.
Clause 16.01-4S has the objective to deliver more affordable housing closer to jobs, transport and
services by ensuring increased choice in housing type, tenure and cost to meet the needs of
households as they move through life cycle changes and to support diverse communities.
Promoting good housing and urban design to minimise negative environmental impacts and keep
costs down for residents and the wider community. Encouraging a significant proportion of new
development to be affordable for households on very low to moderate incomes.
Clause 16.01-5S – Rural residential development seeks to encourage the consolidation of new
housing in existing settlements where investment in physical and community infrastructure and
services has already been made.
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The proposal to construct four additional dwellings on an existing, serviced lot within an
established suburb of Bairnsdale, is considered entirely consistent with the PPF which seeks to
make best use of existing infrastructure, provide housing options and increase density in
appropriately serviced locations.
The mix of smaller two and three bedroom dwellings, will provide more affordable and lower
maintenance accommodation, for a wider range of economic groups, or an aging population
whom want to ‘age in place’ also in line with the objectives of the PPF.
Further discussion regarding neighbourhood character impacts will be discussed in the particular
provisions section of this report as part of the Clause 55 assessment associated with building two
or more dwellings on a lot.
Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS)
Council is required to consider Local Policy as a part of this assessment.
Local Policy clauses that are relevant include:
21.02 Municipal Overview
21.03 Settlement
21.07 Built Environment and Heritage
21.08 Housing
21.11 Infrastructure
21.12 Strategies for Sub-Regions, Towns and Localities
Assessment:
Clause 21.03-1 (Settlement) and 21-08-1 (Housing) both states the objectives to support medium
density development for both tourist and permanent residential use in residential zones, to
encourage infill or incremental development of existing towns in preference to dispersed
development.
Clause 21.08-1 and Bairnsdale Growth Strategy
Strategy 1.7 -

Facilitate urban development for Bairnsdale within the existing town boundary
identified in the Bairnsdale Growth Strategy, November (2009) and on Plan 3
Revitalisation and Growth Strategy.

Strategy 1.8 -

Support infill medium density housing and a mix of housing types close to
Bairnsdale CBD and key locations to provide greater housing choices identified
in the Bairnsdale Growth Strategy, November (2009) and on Plan 1 Housing
Diversity.

The subject site is located within area ‘1 Established Bairnsdale’ where the policy seeks
‘Consolidated residential growth with supporting community recreation facilities. Provide for
greater housing diversity for all household types.’ Incremental Infill development is envisaged.
Bairnsdale acts as the main service centre and “civic heart” of East Gippsland while settlement
and growth have evolved over time in a more informal manner in Bairnsdale, it is considered that
an appropriate and sustainable land use future must be established based on clear directions that
provide parameters for growth.

ATTACHMENT 4
Section 7.1 of the Bairnsdale Growth Strategy objectives:
•
•
•

Encourage a mix of housing types and lot sizes near the CBD to meet the needs of the
changing population.
Encourage housing for older people and families with special needs close to services
and core infrastructure.
Encourage evolution of housing stock to meet the needs of a changing population.

The proposal to construct four single storey dwellings is entirely consistent with the purpose of
zone and the intent of local policy to encourage and constrain development within existing
residential areas. The municipality provides a substantial percentage of larger properties, and is
managing an aging population. There is a shortage of supply of smaller, lower-maintenance
dwellings and this proposal is considered consistent with the need to respond to these
characteristics. Residential areas within close proximity of the Bairnsdale CBD, are also singled
out for an increase in density including more intensive higher rise residential developments up to
3 storeys.
Further discussion regarding neighbourhood character impacts will be discussed in the particular
provisions section of this report as part of the Clause 55 assessment associated with building two
or more dwellings on a lot.
General Residential Zone – Schedule 1 (GRZ1)
The purposes of the General Residential Zone (GRZ1) are, amongst other things, to encourage
development that respects the neighbourhood character of the area whilst encouraging a diversity
of housing types and housing growth, particularly in locations offering good access to services
and transport. To demonstrate this, an application to construct more than one dwelling on a lot
should meet the standards, and must meet the objectives, of Clause 55.
Pursuant to Clause 32.08-4, a lot with an area >650m2 must provide a minimum garden area of
35%. Garden area is defined in the scheme as:
An uncovered outdoor area of a dwelling or residential building normally associated with
a garden. It includes open entertaining areas, decks, lawns, garden beds, swimming
pools, tennis courts and the like. It does not include a driveway, any area set aside for
car parking, any building or roofed area and any area that has a dimension of less than
1 metre.
The proposal provides 35% garden area, which complies.
Pursuant to Clause 32.08-6, a permit is required to construct more than one dwelling on a lot. The
proposal seeks to construct four dwellings on a lot.
Pursuant to Clause 32.08-10, the maximum building height for a dwelling or residential building is
3 storeys / 11 metres (Schedule 1 to the zone does not vary this). The proposal presents a
maximum height of 1 storey / 5.8m and therefore complies.
Clause 32.08-13 sets out a range of decision guidelines the responsible authority must consider,
including:
• The Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.
• The purpose of this zone.
• The objectives set out in a schedule to this zone.

ATTACHMENT 4
•
•
•

Any other decision guidelines specified in a schedule to this zone.
The impact of overshadowing on existing rooftop solar energy systems on dwellings on
adjoining lots in a General Residential Zone.
For the construction and extension of two or more dwellings on a lot, dwellings on common
property and residential buildings, the objectives, standards and decision guidelines of
Clause 55 and the provision of carparking in accordance with Clause 52.06.

Overlays
No overlays affect the subject site.
An application for the construction of two or more dwellings on a lot should meet the standards
and must meet the objectives of Clause 55. The following is an assessment of the proposal
against those requirements:
Clause 55 – Two or More Dwellings on a Lot
Neighbourhood character (Clause 55.02-1)

Compliance
Complies

To ensure that the design respects the existing
neighbourhood character or contributes to the
preferred neighbourhood character

There are only a modest number of multidwelling developments within the
surrounding area. Bairnsdale’s suburbs are
closer to its CBD, are designated as an area
suitable for increased density, as specified
in state and local policy and therefore some
level of intensification of density is
appropriate.

To ensure that the development responds to
the features of the site and the surrounding
area.
Standard B1

Residential policy (Clause 55.02-2)
To ensure that residential development is
provided in accordance with any policy for
housing in the State Planning Policy
Framework and the Local Planning Policy
Framework, including the Municipal Strategic
Statement and local planning policies.
To support medium densities in areas where
development can take advantage of public
transport and community infrastructure.
Standard B2

The single storey dwellings respect the
height and scale of other built forms within
the area and provide appropriate landscape
areas to soften the building bulk. The sideby side layout of the development, whilst not
the preferred layout, is required to address
the constraints of the site and does not
adversely impact the development pattern
along the street.
Complies
An adequate design response was
provided.

ATTACHMENT 4
Dwelling density (Clause 55.02-3)

N/A

To encourage a range of dwelling sizes and
types in developments of ten or more
dwellings.

The development is for only four dwellings
on the lot.

Standard B3

However, it should be noted that a mixture
of two and tree bedroom dwellings are
proposed.

Infrastructure (Clause 55.02-4)

Variation Supported

To ensure development is provided with
appropriate utility services and infrastructure.

All dwellings have access to a registered
road via a 3 metre wide access.

To ensure development does not unreasonably There is no drainage infrastructure available
overload the capacity of utility services and
to the subject land apart from Council’s kerb
infrastructure.
and channel to the front of the site and so a
“charged system” will be required.
Standard B4
However, the property title shows the
availability of a drainage easement
(designated E1) from the south-western
most corner of the subject site along the
western boundary of 38 Turnbull Street to
Turnbull Street.
The development would not unreasonably
exceed the capacity of local infrastructure
and Council’s Development Engineer has
given consent for the proposal.
Integration with the street objective (Clause
55.02-5)
To integrate the layout of development with the
street.

Complies
The dwellings are suitably orientated
towards the adjacent street and no front
fences are proposed.

Standard B5

Street setback objective (Clause 55.03-1)

Variation Supported

To ensure the setbacks of buildings from the
street respect the existing or preferred
neighbourhood character and make efficient
use of the site.

Height of the veranda of dwellings 1 and 2
above 3.6 metres (3.8-3.9m).

Standard B6

The setback of dwellings 1 and 2 proposed
at 6.13 metres (excluding Verandas) fails to
meet that required under the standard: 8.4

ATTACHMENT 4
metres. (Calculated as an average of the
neighbouring property setbacks).
However, an analysis of the street setbacks
of the dwellings in the immediate area
demonstrates that the setback of the two
abutting properties are deeper than the
norm for the area, therefore enforcing the
standard without variation would be
excessively onerous.
The street setback analysis provided by the
applicant demonstrates the average setback
of the houses on Pinnock Street between
Grant and Ligar Street is 6 metres (5.97
metres). Therefore, the proposed setback to
the front wall of the dwelling of 6.13 metres
can be supported in this instance.

Building height objective (Clause 55.03-2)
To ensure that the height of buildings respects
the existing or preferred neighbourhood
character.
Standard B7
Site coverage objective (Clause 55.03-3)
To ensure that the site coverage respects the
existing or preferred neighbourhood character
and responds to the features of the site.
Standard B8
Permeability objective (Clause 55.03-4)
To reduce the impact of increased stormwater
run-off on the drainage system.

The amendment to the proposal also
supports approval – by reducing the bulk
and scale presenting to the street.
Complies
The maximum building height is 5.8 metres
(one storey) at the roof pitch of the junction
of dwelling 3 and 4. Which meets that
allowed under the standard and GRZ1 of 11
metres (three storey).
Complies
The site coverage is stated as 38% by the
applicant well below the allowed 60%.

Complies
Permeability 31% provided by applicant,
which exceeds the minimum requirement of
20%.

To facilitate on-site stormwater infiltration.
Standard B9
Energy efficiency objective (Clause 55.03-5)
To achieve and protect energy efficient
dwellings.

However. Concerns were raised by
Council’s development engineer and will be
discussed later in this assessment.
Complies
Two of the dwellings would provide living
areas with a direct northerly aspect
(Dwellings 3 and 4).

ATTACHMENT 4
To ensure the orientation and the layout of
development reduce fossil fuel energy use and
make appropriate use of daylight and solar
energy.
Standard B10

Open space objective (Clause 55.03-6)

The remaining two have south facing living
areas which have supporting east or west
facing windows that would provide a
suitable secondary source of light to
mitigate the loss of the direct northerly
aspect.
The solar access to dwellings and solar
panels on adjoining lots is not unreasonably
reduced.
N/A

To integrate the layout of development with
The site does not adjoin or provide any
any public and communal open space provided public or communal open space.
in or adjacent to the development.
Standard B11
Safety objective (Clause 55.03-7)
To ensure the layout of development provides
for the safety and security of residents and
property.

Complies
The front entrances of the dwellings are not
obscured or isolated from the street
Planting does not create unsafe spaces.

Standard B12
There is passive surveillance of car parking
areas.

Landscaping objectives (Clause 55.03-8)
To encourage development that respects the
landscape character of the neighbourhood.
To encourage development that maintains and
enhances habitat for plants and animals in
locations of habitat importance.
To encourage the retention of mature
vegetation on the site.
Standard B13

Private spaces are protected from
inappropriate use as public thoroughfares.
Conditioned to comply
Sufficient space is available for landscaping,
within the front setback and SPOS provision
for each dwelling. However, the landscape
plan as proposed fails to provide any
landscaping to soften the extent of hard
surface forming the car parking and
accessway within the centre of the site will
be conditioned to comply (see Standard
B33)
Landscape plan will be addressed as permit
condition.
The proposed location of the crossover will
result in the required removal of the existing
street tree. Replacement planting will be
required at the developers cost.

ATTACHMENT 4
No mature vegetation exists on the subject
site.
Access objectives (Clause 55.03-9)

Complies

To ensure vehicle access to and from a
development is safe, manageable and
convenient.

Carports are provided to each dwelling, with
entry and exit to the site which is safe and
manageable.

To ensure the number and design of vehicle
crossovers respects the neighbourhood
character.

A number of objections have been received
concerning the loss of on street parking and
parking impacts from the increase in
density.

Standard B14

Parking location objectives (Clause 55.0310)
To provide convenient parking for resident and
visitor vehicles.

To ensure that on street parking is
maintained and satisfy Council’s
Development Engineer requirements the
existing kerb layback will be removed and
returned to kerb and channel, freeing up 3
metres of road frontage for on-street
parking.
Variation Supported
Parking facilities are conveniently located to
dwellings.

Shared accessways or car parks of other
dwellings and residential buildings should
be located at least 1.5 metres from the
windows of habitable rooms. In this instance
To protect residents from vehicular noise within the accessway to support the turning
developments.
movements of the two rear dwellings will fall
within this 1.5 metres. However, the
Standard B15 – has now been deleted from accessway will only be shared by one other
the scheme.
vehicle so the noise impact will be negligible
and can be supported.
To avoid parking and traffic difficulties in the
development and the neighbourhood.

Parking provision objectives (Clause 55.0311)
To ensure that car and bicycle parking for
residents and visitors is appropriate to the
needs of residents.
To ensure that the design of parking areas is
practical and attractive and that these areas
can be easily maintained.
Standard B16

Standard Removed
Refer to assessment on Clause 52.06 in
report.
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Side and rear setbacks objective (Clause
55.04-1)
To ensure that the height and setback of a
building from the boundary respects the
existing or preferred neighbourhood character
and limits the impact on the amenity of existing
dwellings.
Standard B17
Walls on boundaries (Clause 55.04-2)

Complies
All side and rear setbacks comply with the
standard.

Fails to Comply

To ensure the location, length and the height of Both dwellings 1 and 2 propose 7.7 metre
a wall on a boundary respects the existing or
long walls on side boundaries with average
preferred neighbourhood character and limits
heights over 3.6 metres.
the impact on the amenity of existing dwellings.
Whilst it is understood that building
Standard B18
regulation stipulate the necessity for a fire
wall between lots given the floor to ceiling
heights of the two dwellings are 2.55
metres, and the site is relatively flat, the 1.2
metre height difference between the internal
ceiling height and boundary wall height is
considered excessive. The heights will be
conditioned to comply with the 3.2 metre
average or to the satisfaction of council, to
allow for variations to meet building
regulations.
Daylight to existing windows objective
Complies
(Clause 55.04-3)
Any existing windows are provided with at
To allow adequate daylight into existing
least 1 metre clear to sky.
habitable room windows.
All walls are at least half their height away
Standard B19
from any existing adjoining windows.
North-facing windows objective (Clause
Complies
55.04-4)
There are no north facing boundary
To allow adequate solar access to existing
windows within 3 metres of the boundary.
north-facing habitable room windows.
North facing habitable room windows on
Standard B20
adjoining dwellings are not impacted by the
proposal.
Overshadowing open space objective
Complies
(Clause 55.04-5)
The north-south orientation of the lot
To ensure buildings do not unreasonably
coupled with the single-storey height of the
overshadow existing secluded private open
dwellings results in minimal overshadowing
space.
falling onto adjoining dwellings or open
space.
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Standard B21
Overshadowing diagrams submitted with
the application indicate compliance with the
standard.

Overlooking objective (Clause 55.04-6)

Complies

To limit views into existing secluded private
open space and habitable room windows.

The elevations confirm that at no point will
any of the finished floor levels (FFL) for
habitable rooms exceed 0.8m above natural
ground level (NGL). Accordingly, as a 1.8m
high fencing exists, the proposal meets B22.
However, the fence heights have been
removed from the latest plans and there for
a condition will be added to the permit that
these be reinstated on the plans
Complies.

Standard B22

Internal views objective (Clause 55.04-7)
To limit views into the secluded private open
space and habitable room windows of
dwellings and residential buildings within a
development.
Standard B23
Noise impact objectives (Clause 55.04-8)
To contain noise sources in developments that
may affect existing dwellings.

No overlooking will result between dwellings
habitable room windows or secluded private
open spaces.

Complies
The proposal does not include
unreasonable noise sources or noise
sources unusual to a dwelling.

To protect residents from external noise.
Standard B24

Mechanical plant is not proposed to be
located near bedrooms or immediately
adjacent existing dwellings.

Accessibility objective (Clause 55.05-1)

Complies

To encourage the consideration of the needs
of people with limited mobility in the design of
developments.

The development provides reasonable
access to people with limited mobility.

Standard B25
Dwelling entry objective (Clause 55.05-2)
To provide each dwelling or residential building
with its own sense of identity.

Complies
The front entrances are visible and easily
identifiable from the street or common
driveway

Standard B26
Porches have been provided to all
entranceways.
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Daylight to new windows objective (Clause
55.05-3)
To allow adequate daylight into new habitable
room windows.
Standard B27

Complies
An outdoor space clear to the sky or a light
court with a minimum area of 3 square
metres and minimum dimension of 1 metre
clear to the sky, not including land on an
abutting lot, or
A veranda provided it is open for at least
one third of its perimeter.

Private open space objective (Clause 55.054)
To provide adequate private open space for
the reasonable recreation and service needs of
residents.

Complies.
Each dwelling is provided with at least 40
square metres of private open space,
including 25 square metres of secluded
private open space with a minimum
dimension of 3 metres.

Standard B28

Solar access to open space objective
(Clause 55.05-5)
To allow solar access into the secluded private
open space of a new dwelling.

The secluded private open space would
have convenient access from living areas.
Variation supported
The secluded private open spaces of
dwellings 3 and 4 have direct access to
northern light and are located off a living
areas.

Standard 29
However, as a result of the north south
orientation of the lot, the living areas and
associated open spaces of the dwellings 1
and 2 face the south and are overshadowed
by their own dwellings. The design
compensates for this via the addition of a
smaller secondary alfresco area with direct
northern access accessible by the central
hallway of each dwelling. Given the site
constraints this variation can be supported.
Storage objective (Clause 55.05-6)

Complies

To provide adequate storage facilities for each
dwelling.

Each dwelling is provided with at least 6
cubic metres of conveniently accessible
external storage space within POS areas.

Standard B30
Design detail objective (Clause 55.06-1)

Complies

To encourage design detail that respects the
existing or preferred neighbourhood character.

Design elements incorporate the pitched
roof form and linea cladding, found within
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Standard B31

Front fences objective (Clause 55.06-2)
To encourage front fence design that respects
the existing or preferred neighbourhood
character.
Standard B32
Common property objective (Clause 55.063)
To ensure that communal open space, car
parking, access areas and site facilities are
practical, attractive and easily maintained.
To avoid future management difficulties in
areas of common ownership.
Standard B33

the existing streetscape. These details
incorporate neutral grey tones that do not
conflict with the existing built form character
of the area.
Complies
No front fence proposed

Conditioned to comply
The proposed layout of the common
carparking results in difficulty separating the
ownership of common property and private
land,
The use of ‘Turfstone’ in front of the facades
of dwellings 3 and 4 does not adequately
delineate the private space of the dwellings
from the common accessway amalgamating
the common property with the private lots.
To ensure a clear separation and help
soften the extent of hard surface it is
recommended garden beds be incorporated
across the front of the dwelling’s facades
instead.

Site services objective (Clause 55.06-4)

Complies

To ensure that site services can be installed
and easily maintained.

Sufficient space is provided for services to
be installed and maintained efficiently and
economically.

To ensure that site facilities are accessible,
adequate and attractive.
Standard B34

Bins can be efficiently transported from the
bin storage areas to the road reserve for
collection.
The rear areas of each dwelling can be
efficiently accessed for garden
maintenance.

The proposal demonstrates or can be easily conditioned to ensure satisfactory compliance with
relevant standards and objectives of Clause 55 of the East Gippsland Planning Scheme.
Officer Discussion, Zone, Clause 52.06, and Clause 55
Whilst the majority of the discussion will focus on the assessment of the latest set of plans before
Council, it is important to understand the changes from the lodgement of the initial six (6) dwelling
development and reduction of car parking proposal that have resulted as part of the community

ATTACHMENT 4
consultation and officer discussions with the applicant. These changes have facilitated a marked
improvement in the design detailing, visual bulk, dwelling density, and off-site amenity impacts,
including parking impacts.
These changes can be clearly demonstrated by the comparison of the in the front elevation
presentation to Pinnock Street and side Elevations to neighbouring properties between the
original application (Figures 1 and 3) to that now proposed (Figures 2 and 4).

Figure 1 - Original Elevation to Pinnock Street

Figure 2 - Amended Elevation to Pinnock Street

Figure 3 - Original West Elevation from 37 Pinnock Street
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Figure 4 - Amended West Elevation from 37 Pinnock Street
Both the East Gippsland Planning Policy and Local Planning Policy Framework and Rescode
Clause 55 seek to ensure that the design respects the existing neighbourhood character and
contributes to the preferred neighbourhood character. This also formed a central theme of the
objections received during the initial advertising period. In particular, the objectors highlighted the
proposed built form impact on the prevailing neighbourhood character and streetscape
appearance of the Pinnock Street.
Council must carefully balance the need to provide a range of housing options for a range of
lifestyles against ensuring that development is appropriate in the prevailing and preferred
neighbourhood character and usage pattern of the area.
The initial development was unlike the existing built character of the area. The area is defined by
more modest single-story dwellings with medium setbacks, with predominantly one dwelling per
a lot. The double storey, flat roof with box gutters proposed were too unlike the built form pattern
of the area, which consists of a mixture of pre and inter war dwellings, through to more modern
dwellings. Most of the neighbouring dwellings incorporate traditional hipped and gabled roof
forms, with medium to large eve overhangs.
The revised design introduced these hipped and gable roofed elements, with more traditional
guttering and eve integration which sits more sympathetically within the streetscape. The removal
of the upper levels and more articulated elevations also reduces the building bulk and alleviates
overlooking and overshadowing impacts. Given the revised built form, it is considered that, subject
to conditions, the proposed development should be supported.
An application for the construction of two or more dwellings on a lot must demonstrate the
provision of car parking, to satisfy Clause 52.06 (Car parking). The original application proposed
six dwellings, which under Clause 52.06-5, required the provision of one visitor space in addition
to spaces for each dwelling according to the number of bedrooms per dwelling. THe visitor space
was not provided in the application and a reduction in car parking was sought by the applicant.
The failure to provide all required car parking on the site was formed a common objection to the
proposal, with objectors expressing concerns with impacts to on-street parking.
The revised design reduces the number of dwellings to four, thus removing the need for a visitor
parking space, and therefore satisfies the requirements of Clause 52.06-5 by providing two
parking spaces for each three bedroom dwelling with at least one under cover and one car space
for each two bedroom dwelling. The layout of the development is generally compliant with the
provisions of Clause 52.06-8 (design standards for car parking); driveway widths and passing
bays are acceptable.
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Design Standard 2 of Clause 52.06 requires that car spaces in garages or carports must be at
least 6 metres long and 3.5 metres wide for a single space. All four proposed carports fail to meet
the minimum width of 3 metres required. However, this standard can be modified in given
circumstances. The 3.5 metre width is preferred so that there is enough room around the vehicle
for the vehicle doors to open and people to circulate around the vehicle.
In the proposed layout, the carports have no obstructions on either side, so whilst they are only 3
metres in width exiting and circulation around the vehicle will not be impeded and therefore can
be supported.
Stormwater Management in Urban Development (clause 53.18) provides that new development
must satisfactorily treat urban run-off. The policy aims to reduce the amount of suspended solids
and chemicals such as phosphates that reach the stormwater system. The application was
referred to Council’s Developmental Engineer whom supports the proposal subject to conditions
on the permit.

REFERRALS
Council’s Development Engineer.
Vehicle Access
A 5m wide splayed concrete crossover proposed will provided access the proposed development
leading to a landscaped approx. 3.03m wide concrete entry (access lane) extending down
between the first two units to the common carparking area in the centre of the four dwellings.
The existing kerb layback is to be removed and the kerb and channel and Road Reserve must be
re-instated.
Drainage
As discussed with (and advised to) the Development Consultant prior to submission of the
application, there is no drainage infrastructure available to the subject land apart from Council’s
kerb and channel to the front of the site and so a “charged system” may be required to be installed
to the development unless the site can be filled to drain to the front of the site.
The drainage plans and computations, as submitted with the application, are acceptable to
Engineering for a planned “charged” system.
The surface flows from the paved/car parking surfaces are an issue and have not been allowed
for in the drainage design and should preferably be integrated with the landscaping design to take
away this excess water unless it can be tapped into another or the same charged drainage
system.
The drainage documentation provided with the planning application also does mention provision
for surface flow treatments as follows “uncontrolled and (surface) flows towards the south-east. If
this is not acceptable to Council (or the developer), the options are: fill the site to fall towards
Pinnock Street, or provide an underground drainage system which includes a pump to direct flows
to Pinnock Street.”
Therefore, as Council does not generally support the installation of drainage or “sump pumps”,
filling the lot to drain towards the road is the best option from an engineering point of view for this
development.
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The developer may therefore provide these site fill levels conditionally along with revised drainage
plans and computations, including the storm water treatment by a bioretention raingarden to
reduce or control phosphorus and nitrogen content of the storm water as an alternative treatment
for a “charged drainage system with integral landscaping.

Car Parking
The plans are considered acceptable to Engineering in respect to car parking.

